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Boris and Sid are bored.
They are unhappy.





Boris sees cream in a pot.
Sid sees jam in a jar. 





“Shall we bake a cake?” asks Boris.
“Yes,” says Sid. “Let’s make a cake!”





Boris takes a big dish and a spoon from the 
shelf.

Sid gets the flour, the eggs and the milk.





Boris beats the eggs.
Sid adds the milk.





Boris flings in the flour!
Sid chucks in the jam! 





Boris waves the spoon.
Sid licks the jam. 





Now there is a very big mess on the floor.
Boris slips in the mess.

He is laid on the ground. 





Sid takes the cream and adds it to the dish. 
Then he slips too…





The dish tips...
It crashes on the floor with a very loud sound!   





Boris screams! Sid shouts! 
Mummy and Daddy run in.





Now Mummy and Daddy are not happy.
They are very sad about the mess.  

“You are very bad,” they tell Boris and Sid.





Boris helps to clean up.
Sid helps get rid of the stains on the floor. 

They cook the cake.





Mummy and Daddy forgive Boris and Sid. 
Then they all eat cake! 
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Sounds and letters
/c/ as c, /t/ as t, /a/ as a
/d/ as d, /g/ as g, /o/ as o
/m/ as m, /n/ as n
/i/ as i, /s/ as s and ss
/u/ as u, /r/ as r 
/h/ as h, /l/ as l and ll
/e/ as e, /b/ as b
/f/ as f and ff, /sh/ as sh
/p/ as p, /c/ as k and ck 
/ee/ as y, /p/ as pp (+ mm, dd, rr, nn)
/ee/ as ee, ea, e
/w/ as w and wh*, /ch/ as ch 
/th/ as th, /ng/ as ng 
/tthh/ as th, /v/ as v and ve
/oo/ as oo, u and oul
/j/ as j, /ar/ as ar and a* 
/ou/ as ou, ow and ough
/or/ as or, ore, aw and a 
/ay/ as ay, a-e, ai


